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What is Best Practice?

• 1,000 investors & analysts were surveyed by Thomson Reuters Extel

• Survey objective: to uncover what makes them better engage with a company. The results:

• Modern stakeholders need to understand companies more quickly and demand greater clarity & insight

• Financial information is key, but of significant importance are: strategy, management and market information 

• Forecasts, projections & value-creating information are crucial in conveying the true dynamics of a company
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Keller Report
Vision, mission at a glance
Financial highlights
Clear signposting to availability of information 
in the Report
Links markets > strategy > KPIs > Risk 

“Who we are…”
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Aeroflot Report shows 
2016 results linked to its 
strategy in clear tabular 
form with graphics

Results linked to strategy
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Dixons Carphone plc 
succinctly links its 
marketplace 
discussion through 
strategy to risk – ‘the 
whole story’

Markets > Strategy > Achievements > Plans > KPIs > Risk
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DS Smith with market 
discussion including 
market drivers and 
company strategy

Marketplace discussion linked to strategy
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Phosagro with a 
colourful approach 
to marketplace 
discussion and 
business model

Marketplace > Business Model <IR>
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Millennium & Copthorne Hotels
Clearly integrates its business model and 

strategy with examples of strategy in 
action, linked to its KPIs

Business Review > Strategy > KPIs
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McColl’s Retail Group with a simple and highly 
effective hierarchy chart showing its strategy from 
vision to values

Strategy
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Pearson’s Report 
shows its 
understanding of 
sustainability not 
just in terms of the 
environment but in 
ensuring a 
sustainable 
business

Sustainability linked to strategy
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BASF with a rounded 
Business model 
linking its strategy to 
its results

<IR> Business Model linked to value creation 
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M&S linking its KPIs to 
its strategy – its KPIs are 
not just financial and all 
have a short explanation

KPIs linked to strategy
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McColl’s Retail again linking progress against strategy with 
performance and risk 

Progress against strategy
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Derwent London’s approach to 
Risk Management with clearly 
understandable tables and arrows 
showing comparison with 
previous year

Risk Management
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British Land Report has 
Risk linked to 
development of long term 
value
Table shows risk appetite
Arrows show change in 
risk during the year

Risk Management linked to sustainability
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The FRC’s 
Report clearly 
and graphically 
shows the 
Board’s 
diversity and 
experience

Governance with policy and experience
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Sage Group 
explains its Board 
remuneration 
principles and how 
they are aligned 
with best approach 
for its shareholders

Remuneration Committee Reporting
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Pearson’s Report explains the 
Board’s roles and focus during the 
year, linked to risk

Nomination & Audit Committee Reporting
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M&S with a clear 
understanding of all its 
stakeholders and how 
it engages with them

Stakeholder engagement
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Aeroflot’s simple but 
engaging offline & online 

Reporting with 
Investment Case 

Presenting the investment case
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• Established 125+ years ago

• Formerly known as Imprima Group; rebranded following MBO in November 2014

• A European market-leader in our sector, financial printing & communications

• Corporate Finance, Corporate Reporting, insolvency & restructuring specialisations

• Offering both printed & online solutions including iRoadshow & IPO Research Online

• Independently-accredited as providing World Class Service – only company with this in our sector

“The logistical challenge of communicating the world’s biggest ever capital raising exercise to the UK’s largest private shareholder base was 
unprecedented. You took on the not inconsiderable task of managing multiple mailings with a complex group of stakeholders to an extraordinarily tight 
timetable.   The capital raising could not have succeeded without your support.”

Head of Operations, Lloyds Banking Group plc

About us
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“We would certainly 
recommend you to 
companies wanting to 
raise the quality and 
effectiveness of their 
Corporate Reporting.” 

CFO, Torotrak PLC

Our assistance helped 
Torotrak win the 
Investor Relations 
Society’s “Most 
Improved Annual 
Report” award 2010

Our Corporate Reporting clients include:
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“Our sincere thanks for such a  tremendous job – certainly my best experience with a printer to date; your team was excellent, and I know the 
working group shares our sentiments.”

Associate, Clifford Chance LLP

 

 

 

£22.5bn Recapitalisation by                             
HM Government 

Largest ever Bank Fundraising 
1.45m copies of various documents sent to 

shareholders 

 

 

 

 

Acquisition of HBOS by Lloyds 

Largest ever Bank Acquisition 
£5.5bn 

 
3.2m copies of various documents sent to 

shareholders 
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Over 50 years’ experience on the largest Corporate Finance projects

 

SHERBORNE INVESTORS 

 

Sherborne Investors (Guernsey) C Ltd 

 
Largest UK Main Market IPO 

by new funds raised to date - August 2017 
 

£700m IPO 
 

    

 
 

Supermarket Income REIT plc 

 
One of the largest UK Main Market IPOs to 
date by new funds raised at August 2017 

 
£100m IPO 

 

   

     

 

 

 

Jupiter Emerging & Frontier Income Trust 

IPO 
£90m 

Admission to the premium segment of the 
Official List 

 

 

 

 

Greencoat Renewables plc 

€270m IPO 

Admission to trading on AIM 

Largest AIM IPO by new funds raised to 
date August 2017 

 

 

We’re currently #1 financial printer for UK Main Market IPOs in the YTD ranked by funds raised; we’ve worked on the largest 
ever Bank acquisition and the largest ever fundraising; and we’ve helped on some of the largest global ECM and M&A projects.
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We're honoured to have helped our clients manage transactions worth over $500bn in multiple 
languages and over 160 countries. 

“The role which you 
played in our IPO 
was priceless due to 
your precision, fast 
performance and 
cost control. The 
team was always 
available and able to 
fulfill every request 
quickly and 
effectively. 
We recommend 
your team for its 
client-oriented 
approach.”      

President , ZE PAK SA

Global reach




